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KW Publishers, New Delhi, India, 2013. Softcover. Book Condition: New. First Edition. An era, when
the flavour of British rule was still strong upon our palates. Maharajas and beautiful Maharanis
were still not yet tales of the yore.a new breed of men had emerged.the office babus, clad in crisp
dhoti and kurta with a flair for British English. Beral babu a clerk in a discrete bank was well settled
into an uncomplicated and confortable life. His wife Binodini, sweet natured and ever
accommodating.her whole life revolved around serving others and making her husband happy. Life
for them was like the calm surface of a village pond.no ripples.no disturbances but for a bunch of
ghosts who decide otherwise. Destiny changed hands one afternoon when a bond of friendship
blossomed and this opened portals into the lives of the royal Raibahadurs. Lady Sreelatas horse is
spooked by a dark mysterious figure. The Berals alone leave for Darimbari. They are received by
Patta Nath and the fierce Khan. The majestic war horse Nestor draws the royal carriage to the
Grande Hindol Kothi. The Maharaja and the beautiful Maharani of Darimbari welcome them with
open arms. Binodini enters the maze to bring back sacred...
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This pdf may be worth buying. It is actually filled with knowledge and wisdom Your daily life span will be convert as soon as you comprehensive reading
this article publication.
-- Ms. Ea r line Schultz-- Ms. Ea r line Schultz

A really awesome pdf with lucid and perfect information. It is loaded with wisdom and knowledge I am just e ortlessly could get a satisfaction of reading a
composed book.
-- Cla udine Jer de-- Cla udine Jer de
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